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1 - General Guidelines

1

This document shall be called „Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering Staff Manual’.

2

Thease Staff Manual shall apply to all employees of Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering.

3

Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering reserves the right to amend (delete, add or
modify) this Staff Manual from time to time and such amendment shall be binding on all the
employees from its effective date.

4

This Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering Staff Manual is strictly ‘Private & confidential’.

2 –Vision
Vision Statement
"To satisfy the aspirations of youth force, who wants to lead the nation towards prosperity through techno-economic
development".

3 –Mission
Mission Statement
"To provide, nurture and maintain an environment of high academic excellence, research, and entrepreneurship for all
aspiring students, which will prepare them to face global challenges maintaining high ethical and moral standards".

4- Engineering Values
Our Values:


Integrity



Commitment



Discipline



Research, Technology &Innovations



Healthy Learning values

5- Quality Policy
At Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering enthusiastic technocrats and educationalist are
involved in the mission of evolving Quality education System for institute growth and better
tomorrow. In our institute, students perceive value of total aspects of satisfaction.
Objective of entire team efforts is to impart good education with an accent to develop the total
personality of the students with the emphasis on moral values. We, in this institution, will strive hard
to shape the students in such a way that they will be an asset to the community and nation at large.
This shall be achieved through,
Quality Policy Statement
“To imbibe global standards of excellence in endeavors of Institute and to adhere with accountability
towards society through best practices and techno economic prudence”.

6- Health, Safety and Environment Policy
Protection of health, safety and the prevention of pollution to the environment are primary goals of the
Institute.
The Institute will strive to develop and provide products and services that have no undue
environmental impact and are safe in their intended use, efficient in their consumption of energy and
natural resources and can be recycled, reused or disposed of safely.

7- General Policy on Laws and Business Conduct
The Code of business conduct of the Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering consists of the
policies relating the ethical and legal to be followed by Institutes Directors, Executives, and Teaching
& Non teaching Staff and associated Institute and all the Institute actives.

It is the policy of the Institute to comply with all applicable laws whether AICTE & SPPU, Pune
University norms but supports ethics & humanity too.

It is the personal responsibility of everybody in the Institute to observe the standards of conduct and
other requirements of code of business conduct. Whether or not these standards and requirements are
imposed by laws, no director, employee, and associated Institute shall reserve to comply with these
standards and requirements or acting outside the scope of his or her employment responsibility.

The underlying formal polices themselves have more details than it is contained in this booklet. It is
the responsibility of each Director, Principal, Teaching & Non teaching Staff , also associated
Institute to familiarizes himself or herself with the details of these policies of the Institute that apply
to his or her assign duties.

8- Ethical Business Practice
Institute policy requires Director and all the employees to observe high standards of education and
personal ethics while discharging duties, practice honesty and integrity in every aspect of dealing with
other Institute, employees, the public, the business community, shareholders, customers, suppliers,
competitors and Government authorities and not take unfair advantage through manipulation,
concealment, abuse of privileged information, misrepresentation of material facts, or other unfairdealing practices when acting on behalf of the Institute.


Commercial Bribery
Institute policy prohibits commercial bribes, kickbacks and other similar payoffs and benefits
paid to any suppliers or customers.
Director, employees and associate are also prohibited from receiving, directly or indirectly,
anything of a significant value (other than salary, wages or other ordinary compensation from
the Institute) in connection with a transaction entered into by the Institute.
This policy does not prohibit expenditures of reasonable amounts for meals and entertainment
of suppliers and customers which are an ordinary and customary business expense, if they are
otherwise lawful. Expenditures of this type should be included on expense reports and
approved under standard Institute procedures.



Fraud and Similar Irregularities
Institute policy prohibits fraud and establishes procedures to be followed concerning the
recognition, reporting and investigation of suspected fraud.



Accounting Controls, Procedures and Records
Applicable laws and Institute policy require the Institute to keep books and records that
accurately and fairly reflect its transactions and the dispositions of its assets. In addition, the
Institute must maintain a system of internal accounting controls that will ensure the reliability
and adequacy of its books and records.
Those transactions have proper Management approval, that such transactions are properly
accounted for in the books and records of the Institute, and that the reports and financial
statements of the Institute are timely prepared, understandable and fully, fairly and accurately
reflect such transactions.



This Code of Conduct shall apply to all Departments, and every persons working in the
Institute and to other entities acting on behalf of them.

9- Staff working Policy
The Institute, its subsidiaries and affiliates, recognize its responsibility to respect and protect the
rights of its employees. As such, the Institute has adopted the following guidelines as part of its goal
to respect the fundamental rights of its employees.
The Institute:


Shall obey and comply with AICTE & SPPU, Pune University norms practices and
maintain good working relationships with its employees.



Shall seek to provide a safe and healthy work environment.



Shall not engage in nor support the use of corporal punishment, mental or physical
coercion, or verbal abuse.



Prohibits discrimination of employees based upon sex, race, national origin, political
beliefs, or religion and maintains a discrimination-free work environment.



Prohibits, and complies with laws prohibiting acts of sexual harassment or threats in the
workplace.



Shall comply with applicable industry standards relating to work hours and payment of
wages.

10- Work Place Employment Policy


Equal Employment Opportunity
Institute policy prohibits all unlawful discrimination against any employee or applicant for
employment. The Institute is committed to providing equal opportunity to all qualified
individuals in its hiring and promotion policies. The Institute will endeavor to create a
workforce that is a reflection of the diverse population of the communities in which it
operates.



Harassment
The Institute believes that all employees, workers, staff should be treated with dignity and
respect. It is the policy of the Institute to provide a work environment which is free from
harassment.
As used in this policy, harassment includes sexual, racial, ethnic, and other forms of
harassment, including harassment based upon disability. Some examples, depending on the
facts and circumstances



Verbal or Written Harassment
Unwelcome or derogatory comments regarding a person‟s race, color, sex, sexual
orientation, religion, ancestry, ethnic heritage, mental or physical disability, age or
appearance; threats of physical harm; or the distribution of material having such effects,
including by electronic mail or display in any Institute work area.

.



Physical Harassment
Hitting, pushing or other aggressive physical contact or threats to take such action, or
inappropriate gestures.



Sexual Harassment
Unwelcome sexual conduct, whether verbal or physical, including sexual advances, demands
for sexual favours, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, whether or not it
was designed or intended to promote an intimate relationship.
It is not considered harassment for supervisors and other members of management to enforce
job performance and standards of conduct in a fair and consistent manner.



Reports of harassment will be investigated promptly and discreetly.



Any employee, who reports any act of harassment in good faith, including sexual harassment,
will not be retaliated against because of such report.



Political Activities
The Institute believes strongly in the democratic process. Its Director and employees should
take an active interest in fostering principles of good governance in the countries and
communities in which they do business.

11. Departments & Employee Career Parth
Teaching Departments:







Information Technology Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Sciences & Humanities

Non Teaching Departments:



Human Resource & Administration
Accounts





Non Teaching Technical
Exam Section
Housekeeping & Maintenance

12 – Service Rules And Regulations
12.1: Recruitment














Recruitment is normally done twice in a year during May and November.
A number of vacancies both teaching and non-teaching are notified by Principal/ HOD/ Designated
Authority based on student strength/resignations or separations of staff members, to the management for
approval/information.
Screening of applications received is done by the respective Department Head.
Short listed candidates are informed through call letters /over telephones from the office
At times, Walk- in interviews is also conducted for immediate postings.
The minimum qualification as per AICTE Regulations.
All the teaching staff shall be paid as per AICTE pay scale.
In addition to the Basic Salary, a monthly dearness allowance and other allowance shall be paid as per
management policy
Management can also decide other allowances for Professor, Principal and Special Posts.
Interview Committee consists of Founder Secretary, Administrator, Principal /Designated Authority, and
respective Heads of the department
A written test/ interview is conducted for faculty post and short listed candidates shall be called for personal
interview and selection be made on merit.
The direct interview is conducted for senior posts.
On completion of the interview, the selection committee will record its final recommendations with the
signature of every member present. The selection committee may recommend suitable advance increments
for exceptionally outstanding candidates who are to be appointed as Assistant Professor, Associate
Professor, and Professor. Recommendations of the selection committees will be placed before the Founder
Secretary of JSPM, along with details of sanctioned posts, for final approval and the subsequent issue of
appointment orders by the Founder Secretary.

12.2: Approval Of Qualification







Employee services will be governed by the provisions of the Maharashtra Universities Act, and the Statutes,
Ordinances, Regulations and the Rules of the University and as will be amended from time to time by the
University and the regulations and rules of the Governing Council of Jayawant Shikshan Prasarak Mandal,
Katraj, Pune-41.
Employee appointment is strictly subject to fulfillment of minimum eligibility criteria & the experience
required for the said post as per the AICTE & SPPU, Pune University norms.
Till the approval of the desired qualification by the university, the candidate is paid a consolidated amount
as decided by the administrator. If the qualification is not approved by the university, the appointment is
canceled for such candidate.
In later stage, any malpractice in qualification noticed by any authorities the candidate/ employee is
terminated with immediate effect and a penalty imposed as decided by the management
Employee will report to the concerned Head of the Department/Principal and have to shoulder the
responsibilities in analyzing etc. of the activities/curriculum/Department and the Institute.

12.3: Service Conditions for the Staff






Every member of the staff shall agree to abide by all the conditions herein stated and also such conditions as
may be stipulated from time to time by the competent authority.
There shall only three designations in the respect of teachers in JSPM namely Assistant Professor, Associate
Professor, and Professor.
Every member of the staff shall employ himself/herself honestly, efficiently and diligently under the orders
and instructions of the Principal/Designated Authority or other officers under whom he/she shall, from time
to time, be placed. He/she shall discharge all duties pertaining to the office and perform in such a manner
which may be required of him/her or which are necessary to be done in his / her capacity as aforesaid.
Every member of the staff shall devote his / her whole time to the duties of the said employment and shall

not, either directly or indirectly, carry on or be concerned / involved in any trade, business, private tuition or
the like of a remunerative kind or of an honorary nature without the specific written permission of the
Founder Secretary or his nominee.
Any staff member, on the appointment, except on contract, shall be on probation for a period one year.
A member of the staff shall have his / her service separated by giving one month notice or one-month basic
salary in lieu thereof, in the case of temporary appointment or during the probationary period. In the case of
permanent service, three month‟s notice or three month‟s salary must be given. But during the close of the
academic year, one month notice is sufficient for separation from service of view for permanent staff. The
resignation shall come into force from the date from which the appointing authority accepts the resignation
or the date of relief whichever is earlier. Normally they will not be relieved in the middle of a semester.
However, the management reserves the right to waive the notice period or the compensation thereof.
A security amount equivalent to one month salary is deducted from staffs during the service in convenient
installment.
A service file for keeping the record of service of staff shall be maintained by Principal in respect of each
employee of the College. All activities of an employee in his/her official position shall be recorded in this
service file.







12.4: Promotion Policies


All promotions shall be considered on the basis of merit- cum –seniority basis or as decided by the
management from time to time.
The Founder Secretary shall appoint a committee for promotion, in which he shall be the Founder Secretary,
with administrator, principal, and experts in the respective area
The Committee shall consider the promotion of teaching staff to the next higher position on the basis of the
guidelines given in this chapter and as per AICTE norms, subject to the condition that there has not been
any disciplinary action taken against such candidate for promotion, for any misconduct he/she has
committed during the service.
The staff shall be considered for promotion to the next higher level position, subject, however, he/she had
completed the three years of service after probation in the present position and should have obtained AICTE
prescribed qualification.
Special preference to the faculty who is undergoing PhD and completing the course work and
comprehensive viva voce for PhD and on publication of 5 International Journal papers, being in the author‟s
area of specialization for the promotion to the post of Associate professor with Minimum of 5 Yrs
experience in teaching/research/ industry or ( Equivalence for Ph.D. is based on the publication of 5
International Journal papers, being in the authors‟ area of specialization) and subjected to a condition that,
they fulfill the AICTE requirement within four years from the date of promotion.
Minimum of 10 years teaching/research/ Industrial experience of which at least 5 years should be at the
level of Associate Professor and possess a Ph.D. degree in the relevant discipline or Minimum of 13 years
experience in teaching and/or Research and/or Industry with PhD shall be eligible to be appointed and
designated as Professor, subject to other conditions of academic performance as laid down by the AICTE.
No teacher other than those with a Ph.D. shall be promoted, appointed or designated as Professor
The following information is required in the CV for reappointment and promotion of candidates:
















o

Educational background

o

Academic and another relevant employment history

o

Awards and appreciation if any

o

Research and/or creative works, publications journal, conference proceeding, text book
publications etc

o

Teaching accomplishments: List classes taught with results, List any textbooks, study guides,
manuals, workbooks, or electronic media, produced for student or class use, mentor list etc.
Those who are promoted shall be fitted in the Scale of Pay applicable to that category.
All decisions on promotions shall be taken up for the month of April / October every year
All cases of promotions satisfying the above norms and those prescribed by the AICTE will be considered,
subject to the requirement of the department and discretion of the Management.

12.5: Performance Appraisal Of Employees & Increments


Staff Members are eligible to the increments prescribed at the end of 12 months in service in the Institution.
The Increments will effect at the beginning of every academic year, i.e. in the month of JUNE.



Additional Increments shall be given to staff members based on their contributions and results achieved at
the discretion of the Management.



Annual Staff Performance Appraisal Systems consists of
o

Appraisal by Students

o

Appraisal by Head of Department

o

Appraisal by Peer group

o

Appraisal by Management

All the staff members are required to submit their Self Evaluation Report at the end of every academic year in the
prescribed format. The Management, Principal, and Administrator will discuss results of the appraisal with each
employee. The sustained good performance will be a requirement for internal promotion and increments,
Selection to higher posts etc. Results of the appraisal will find a place in the Personal file. Nonperformance will
be suitably dealt with. The attainment of any two of the following as mandatory for every faculty for each
academic year for increments
o

Paper publication -Journal/conference,

o

Patent –Apply/sanction,

o

Project –Apply/sanction

o

Testing/consultancy

o

Conduct/coordinate – Conference/Seminar/FDP/Workshop/any similar event.

12.6: Retirement From Service


All teaching and non-teaching staff shall retire on completing the age of superannuation, which is 62 years
for teaching and 58 years non-teaching.
When a faculty member completes the age of superannuation on a day falling during the academic year,
shall be retired on the 1st of May of the succeeding year.
If the retiring employee has an accumulation of annual leave to his/her credit,the same can be availed in the
period preceding his/her retirement by making application to the Principal and appropriate sanction by him.
The age of superannuation as mentioned above shall not be applicable to the Professors of Emeritus and
Special Category appointments.





12.7: Separation Of Services Of An Employee


Principal/Designated Authority shall have the right to place any staff under suspension on charges of
misconduct.
An employee who is detained in police or judicial custody, whether on a criminal charge or otherwise for a
period exceeding 48 hours or is sentenced to a term of imprisonment exceeding 48 hours by a court of law
and is not forthwith dismissed or removed or compulsorily retired consequent to such conviction, shall be
deemed to have been suspended with effect from the date of his detention / conviction by an order of the
Founder Secretary and shall remain under suspension until further orders.
In a case wherein a member of the teaching or non-teaching staff commits any misconduct in the discharge
of his / her duties, the Founder Secretary has got discretion to award punishment such as warning, censure,
withholding of increment with or without cumulative effect after conducting an enquiry by a committee
constituted by the Founder Secretary.
The Founder Secretary shall have the power to separate the services of a member of the staff of the college,
for any of the following reasons:






o

Serious misconduct and willful negligence of duty;

o

Gross insubordination;




o

Physical or mental unfitness; and

o

Participation in any criminal offense involving moral turpitude. The services of a temporary
employee are liable to terminate at any time without assigning any reasons whatsoever.
The Management reserves the right to terminate the service of an employee whether a probationer or regular
on medical grounds giving 1/2/3 months notice.
The Management may terminate an employee whether temporary, probationer or permanent if he/she is
involved in political activity or in a criminal case or in the event or the employee has failed to do his duty or
negligence of duties.

13 - Work Days, Institute Timings & Attendance System
Scope –All employees of Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering working days is as follow
13.1

Teaching Staff:

Working days are from Monday to Friday and Saturday (Even).
Saturday (Odd) and Sunday = weekly off.

13.2

Non Teaching Staff:

Working days are from Monday to Friday and Saturday (Even).
Saturday (Odd) and Sunday = weekly off.

13.3

The work timings of Jayawantrao Sawant College of Engineering is as follow:






For Teaching staff And Lab Assistant: 08.30 am to 04.30 p.m.
For Non Teaching Staff: 08:30 am to 04:30 p.m.
Sweeper : 08:30 am to 04:30pm
Gardner: 08:30 am to 04:30pm
Security Department:
 Morning Shift: 07.00 am to 03.00 pm
 Afternoon shift: 03:00 pm to 10:00 pm
 Night Shift:
10.00 pm to 07.00 am

(This includes 8 hours of working and 35 minutes of lunch)
Office timing will be as per rules or as prescribed by the Principal/Head of the Department/Admin
Department.
Department specific time as per the institute need may differ which shall be to the concerned
Employees separately.
13.4

Lunch Time
Applicability: Employees who are present in the Institute.
For Teaching and Non Teaching staff: Lunch break is for 35 Minutes

13.5

Grace Time, Half day & late coming
Grace Time


Upto 10 minutes‟ grace time is available for employees reaching late to their
respective work place after their official in-time.
Late Coming





Any employee coming after grace time shall be considered as late.
Three (3) late marks shall attract deduction of a full day‟s leave.
Employee must inform his / her Reporting Authority if he / she is coming
late.




Employee must inform his / her Reporting Authority if he / she won‟t be
coming to work due to any reason or emergency ( immediately he / she is
coming to know about his emergency).
Half day
Half day shall be defined as 4 hours of work excluding the lunch.

13.6

Employees may require working on weekly off, Holidays and on non working days as per
the decision of Management. (In an event employees are required to attend college on
Institutional holidays for duties related to your appointment i.e. staff developmental
programmes/special lectures, conducting exams, seminars, conferences, sports and games,
college day celebrations etc., employee shall attend duties without fail and no extra
remuneration will be payable for the same.)
In such scenario, “Compensatory Benefits” policy shall be applicable.

13.7

Attendance System
It is mandatory for all the Employees to mark their attendance daily in “Attendance Register‟.

14 - Leave Policy
14.1:








14.2:

General
Leave is a privilege and not a right: It may be refused or revoked by the authority empowered to grant it. It
would, however, generally be granted unless the exigencies of service so demand.
The leave application shall be submitted well in advance and shall be got sanctioned before availing of the leave.
The faculty members shall make alternate arrangements/internal adjustments among the faculty members of
his/her any other department to keep the students engaged
The lab staff shall make alternate arrangements/internal adjustments to keep the students engaged. The same
must be informed to concerned class-coordinators and HOD‟s. Casual Leave, Out station duty and Duty Leave
application should be submitted in advance. All other leaves forward to the Founder Secretary for sanctioning
through proper channel.
No leave can commence unless it has been sanctioned: Mere submission of leave application does not authorize
an employee to avail the leave applied for. Availing of leave without getting the same sanctioned makes the
employees liable to disciplinary action besides penal deduction.
Leave of any kind will not be sanctioned when the services of the staff are needed for the college work or when
there is an unfinished job involving the employee.
No leave will be sanctioned on telephone except in the case of extraordinary circumstances/sudden illness, etc.
This shall, however, be regularized immediately on joining the duty in writing. An alternative arrangement for
class work has to be informed to the HOD.
The continued absence of more than five days or repeated irregularity without intimation of any kind may render
an employee liable to disciplinary action including termination of services besides penal deduction.
Kinds of Leave:The staff members are entitled to enjoy the following leave benefits:

14.3:






Casual Leave
Leave without Pay
Duty Leave

CL
LWP
DL







Compensation Duty leave
Study Leave
Vacation Leave
Maternity Leave
Medical Leave

CDL
ST
VL
ML
MED

Casual Leave (CL)
Every employee held on the roster of the college is entitled to One (1) day casual leave for each twenty-four (24)
days block of duty performed by him/her subject to a maximum of Fifteen (15) days of casual leave in one
Academic year.






14.4







14.5:



CL can be prefixed /suffixed with all types of holidays/leaves.
Total no. of days of C.L. to be availed at a spell should not exceed 3 days for regular employees.
CL up to total accumulated period may be granted under special circumstances.
For contract /probationary staffs CL can be available proportionate to accumulated CL up to the date of
application.
CL will not be carried forward to next Academic year and will lapse at the end of the Academic year.
Leave With-out Pay (LWP)
No provision as such exists for the grant of leave without pay. However, for reasons beyond one's control, if an
employee has to avail leave in excess of one‟s authorization he may be granted, “Leave without Pay” at the
discretion of the Founder Secretary /Management subject to exigencies of service.
Such leave shall not exceed 30 (Thirty) days in a Academic year subject to a maximum of 15 (Fifteen) days at a
time.
The absence of an employee without sanctioned leave is a case of indiscipline and does not fall under this
category. “Leave without pay” shall also be got sanctioned in advance as any other leave.
But If the quantum of LOP [LOSS OF PAY] is more than 15 days in a year, it will be considered as a Break-inService, unless acceptable supporting documents in evidence of justifying such excess leave are provided. The
decision of the Principal/Designated Authority shall be final in such cases.
If any staff member is absent from duty without prior or later permission, such period of absence will be
considered as LOP. Such absence will also be considered as a Break-in-Service.
Absence with or without permission and without making alternative arrangement for class or other important
duty will also be treated as LOP. Such absence will also be considered as a Break-in-Service.
Duty Leave (DL)
An activity of an employee which can bring recognition to the Institute may be considered for grant of this leave.
Duty leave may be granted for one or more of the following purposes:
o
o
o
o
o



To deliver academic lecture
To work on behalf of the College or to attend technical workshops/ symposium of National/International
level.
To read/present a research paper in a Conference/ Symposium of National/International level.
To attend selection committee or other such like committee meetings provide they are convened by a
statutory body/university recognized by the Government.
To inspect academic institutions attached to a statutory body or a University recognized by the
Government.

The duty leave will be restricted to a maximum of 15 days during a Academic year subject to the
following conditions:o
o

There exists a written request from the competent authority.
The paper has been accepted for presentation and a communication to this effect received in
writing/email.

14.6: Out-Station Duty (OD)






OD will be granted when staff members are required to go out on official duties as approved by the
Principal/Designated Authority. When staff members go for examination work for Universities other than
Savitribai Phule Pune University, OD will not be granted.
The number of days on OD is limited to 10 days for a year at the rate of 5 days per semester and if availed in
excess, the excess days shall be deducted from other eligible leave at the credit of the staff unless approved by
the Designated Authority. This limit is applicable to conduct of University Practical Examination, Theory
Examination, and paper evaluation, Viva voce, Synopsis submission & DC meeting. However, this limit is not
applicable to centralized evaluation camp.
Head of the Department has the power to distribute the outstation duty among the faculty members so as not to
exceed the allowable limit per semester.
Staff members are permitted to go on „On Duty‟ for academic works of the colleges such as Board of Studies,
Academic Council, Staff Selection Committee, and Accreditation Committee, Resource person for other colleges
and other Committee / Council formed related to the works of AICTE/ other prescribed bodies etc., after
obtaining prior written permission from the H.O.D. and the Principal. Staff members availing O.D. are entitled to




14.7:

draw the salary in full for the entire period of O.D. The teacher availing O.D. is permitted to enjoy the
remuneration given by the University or any other academic bodies.
In all the cases, prior written permission has to be obtained from the Principal through HOD.
The Principal/Designated Authority shall have the right to cancel the leave sanctioned earlier, for any emergency
work in the college.
Compensation Duty Leave
It is the policy of JSPM that staffs are expected to work on holidays in case of events of institutional
importance/necessity without any special compensation. However under special circumstance compensation duty
leave sanctioned to a teaching or non-teaching staff in lieu of having attended the office on a holiday whenever
he/she is directed to do so by the authorities i.e. Founder Secretary, Principal, administrator and H.O.D
concerned of the college. Such approval of CDL rests solely at the discretion of the Principal/Designated
Authority. Approved CDL
o
o
o

14.8:






14.9:



Can also be combined with C.L.
This leave must be availed within three months from the day of the duty carried out.
C.D.L. can be availed as full day only

Study Leave
JSPM appreciates and encourages faculty development by acquiring higher qualifications such as Ph.D. Study
leave of up to 2 years will be granted to faculty who wish to pursue full-timePh.D.
Faculty should have completed a minimum of 5 years of service at JSPM to avail the above facility.
Faculty those who wish to avail study leave for full-time Ph.D. shall give an undertaking to the effect that after
the completion of the Ph.D., they shall rejoin JSPM and shall serve a minimum period of one year or shall pay
liquidated damages accordingly. Faculty while rejoining JSPM after the successful completion of Ph.D. will be
eligible for 3 increments.
To pursue Ph.D. under part-time/part-time external schemes, faculty will be permitted under the following
conditions.
o Faculty shall give an undertaking to the effect that they will be continuing with JSPM after completion
of their Ph.D. for a minimum period one year.
o Faculty should have completed a minimum period of 3 years of service at JSPM before applying for
Ph.D. under part-time.
o The number of faculties availing the above facility shall not exceed 25% of the total faculty strength of
any department at given point of time.
o Permission to avail this facility will be given by the management based on the recommendation of the
HOD/ Principal and consider the overall performance and seniority of the faculty.
o Faculty will be permitted to make use of the library and lab facilities for the purpose without affecting
the normal functioning of the college.
o It is imperative that the faculty doing Ph.D. under part-time scheme to pursue their research work
without affecting their duties and responsibilities at JSPM
o An employee will not be entitled to draw the salary during study leave

Maternity Leave
Maternity leave will be granted to a permanent female employee who has completed two years in service a
maximum of two children leave in accordance with the provisions of Maternity – Benefits Act, 1961.
All the holidays occurring during the leave shall be counted for the purpose of computation of 90 days out of
which not more than 6 weeks shall precede the date of her expected delivery.

14.10: Vacation Leave




The total number of VL days for members of permanent staff (vacation staff) is limited to 60 (Sixty) days, for a
continuous service of 24 months in the institution. These 60 days includes the declared 30 days vacation during
winter and summer respectively.
If any staff member is prevented from availing VL in the interest of the college by the orders of the
Principal/Designated Authority, Compensation duty leave shall be considered. Such consideration rests solely at
the discretion of the Principal/Designated Authority. Such compensation can be availed within the academic
year.









A staff member becomes eligible for full VL only after rendering a continuous service of two full academic years
as on 30th June. ie. From 1st July of an Academic year to 30th June of the following academic year. In such cases,
staff members are required to serve the institution for a further period of six months or one semester. If he/she
joins on service on a later date, they can avail proportionate VL.
In case a staff member, after availing VL does not complete the full term of 6 months or one semester, the leave
availed will be treated as Leave on Loss Of Pay (LOP) at the rate of 5 days per month and proportionate salary
will be deducted from any payment due to him/her or will be recovered from the said staff member.
However, in special/deserving cases, VL can be sanctioned for permanent staffs proportional to a number of
completed months of continuous service, solely at the discretion of the Designated Authority. In such cases, staff
members are required to serve the institution for a further period of six months or one semester.
Any unused part of VL cannot be carried over to the next academic year.
While calculating the number of days of vacation leave, all intervening declared holidays and Sundays will be
included.
The vacation period amongst the faculty members shall generally be staggered to ensure that the Institutes
functioning is not hampered.

14.11: Medical Leave







The entitlement of Medical leave is @10 days for every Academic year. Medical leave can be availed only on
the Medical ground. The application for medical leave is to be submitted within seven days of commencement
of leave.
The authority has the right to refer the application to a Doctor/Hospital of the choice in case of doubt on the
genuineness of the application.
Medical leave application shall always be accompanied by a medical certificate.
Sundays & Holidays can be prefixed/ suffixed to medical leave; however, intervening holidays are
counted as medical leave.
Medical leave will be granted by the Founder Secretary as per the recommendation of the HOD and Principal.

15 - Discipline, Decorum & Code of Conduct
15.1:










Disciplinary Procedure
Any teacher who is violating the code of conduct defined in this chapter of this manual will be
subjected to appropriate disciplinary action by the Principal/Founder Secretary.
If a teacher commits an act of misconduct or misdemeanor by violating the code of conduct, anyone
can report in writing to the Principal.
The Principal shall hold a preliminary enquiry on the matter, by calling the person on whom the report
is given, as quickly as possible.
If the Principal is satisfied with the facts of the Complaint on such enquiry, he shall proceed with the
disciplinary process, depending upon the veracity of such violation such as detailed enquiry etc
He shall proceed with issuing a Show Cause Notice, fully describing the office and the action proposed
to be taken, giving sufficient time for the accused teacher for giving his/her explanation.
On receipt o f the explanation, or after the expiry of the time stipulated for submission of explanation,
the Principal shall go through the merit of the explanation and decide on the course of action, which
may include a punishment.
The course of action for disciplining a teacher shall be under the following categories
o
o
o
o

Memo and Censure.
Warning in writing, with the recovery of monies, where the financial loss is involved in the act.
Suspension from work without remuneration.
Dismissal or discharge from service.



15.2:













15.3:

Any staff member receiving more than two memos or warning will be given punishments. Where the
punishment proposed is in this categories Principal/ Founder Secretary shall constitute a one man court
of domestic enquiry to go into details in the presence of the accused, giving fair opportunity to the
accused to present his/her case, observing the principle of natural justice.
Code Of Conduct
For the development and progress of the college/department, all members of the staff should work as a team and
they should also maintain a cordial relationship with other departments.
In any meeting or assembly, decorum should be maintained and difference of opinion, if any, shall be expressed
politely in diplomatic words without hurting the feelings of others.
Staff members should get prior permission from Management / Principal/Designated Authority to contact any
outside agency or government departments for any matter related to the college/hostels.
If a staff member draws advance from the college to meet financial expenses for official tour or for arrangement
of a college event, he / she shall settle the account within 15 days from the date of drawl of advance or within 7
days after the completion of the event for which advance was drawn failing which the advance shall be adjusted
from his salary.
Staff Members, if and when relinquishing their job, shall hand over their jobs and responsibilities and get the
NOC from all departments concerned.
All members of the staff shall be governed by general rules/norms also practiced by the college from time to
time.
No employee shall while being on duty take part in politics which includes holding office, elective or otherwise
in any political party or contesting for election to the State Legislature or the Parliament or local bodies take part
in any other election as independent or on any party ticket.
No employee shall take part in any act or movement, such as strike, incitement or any similar activity in
connection with any matter pertaining to his service or to any other matter, which tends to bring the College to
disrepute, nor shall he/she approach the media with his/her grievance/s.
An employee shall not, without the knowledge and approval of the Principal and Management, have recourse to
any organization/ authority, court or to the press for the vindication of his grievances.
The following acts of commission/omission shall be treated as misconduct.
o Failure to exercise efficient supervision on the subordinate staff.
o Insubordination or disobedience to any lawful Order of his/her Superior Officer.
o Gross negligence in teaching or any other duty assigned.
o Any act involving moral turpitude punishable under the provisions of the IPC.
o Intemperate habits affecting the efficiency of the teaching work.
o Failure on the part of an employee to give full and correct information regards his/her previous history
and record of service and violating any other specific directions or instructions given by his/her
Superior Officer.
CONSULTANCY, R&D AND TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS

 The College encourages its teachers to take consultancy and in-house R&D assignments. The teacher shall
undertake such assignments When the College is approached for such help and the College assigns such
engagement to the particular teacher or when the teacher himself/herself is approached by the outside agency
for such help. In either case, the teacher shall take up the assignment by obtaining the approval of the
Principal/Founder Secretary/administrator in writing.
 A teacher, who has been approached for giving guest lecturers in other educational institutions, shall make a
request to the Principal, who will go through the nature of the assignment and approve the same.
 Unless approved by the Principal, a teaching staff member shall not take any teaching or non-teaching
assignment in another institution, whether for remuneration or on honorary basis
 The teacher shall avail the administrative and infrastructure facilities available in the college for carrying out
his/her assignment. The teacher shall also associate other members of the faculty in working on the
assignments. The teacher shall levy such professional charges on the benefiting agency; however, the charges
shall be shared with the college on the following basis:
Where it is a project or R&D type assignment, testing, involving the infrastructure facilities and work
time, it shall be 60:40 (40% to College).
In all other cases like consultancy assignments, it shall be 70:30 (30% to College).

15.4: INCENTIVES FOR PUBLISHING PAPERS
As a part of the continual quality improvement policy of the college, it has been decided to give incentives to the
staff members publishing papers in conferences and journals as per the following guidelines.



Rate of incentives
o National conference – Rs 1000/o Internationals conference – Rs 2000/-National
Journal–Rs 2000/o International Journal–Rs 3000/o International Journal with an impact factor more than 3–Rs 5000/-



To claim the above incentives, a hard copy of the paper published in the proceedings/journal clearly indicating
the affiliation of the author as a staff member of JSPM has to be submitted along with the application.



Faculty members who are pursuing Ph.D. on part time external basis may claim only 90% of the declared
incentive when they mention the author affiliation as a research scholar.
Prior permission shall be obtained from competent authority for sending papers.









In the case of conferences, an oral presentation is needed and poster presentation will be having only 50%
weightage and hence the incentives for poster presentation at national and international conferences will be
Rs500/- and Rs1000/- respectively.
In the case of more than one author for the paper, the first author will get the full credit and the subsequent
authors can claim 50% of the incentive.
In any case, the number of authors per paper shall not exceed four to claim this incentive.
The maximum amount that can be claimed by a staff member in this regard is restricted to Rs25000/- per year.
To prepare the manuscripts of text books, the author may claim an advance amount of Rs 10000 for which shall
be returned to the college within 12 months.

16- Reimbursement Policy
All kind of reimbursements viz. Food, conveyance, Travel etc. shall be applicable and
 Eligibility:
1
cleared
subject to the prior approval from the Management.
6
.
Note:
1
In case of failure to submit the claim within stipulated time, no claim shall be entertained under
any circumstances.
 All
1 kind of Food, Conveyance and travel bill shall be reimbursed at actual subject to the
submission
of valid bill on time and pre-approval from the Management.
.
2
/ Overseas Travel
 In-Land
2
2
Any
. Travel with-in or Outside the country shall be governed as mentioned below
3
The Hotel & Travel Mode - Air Way/Rail Ways shall be booked by the Institute.
On visit, employee should have incurred the travel cost to meet the day to day expense at the
place of Visit, Fill Payment Voucher Application form and reimbursed from Accounts
Department.
On return Employee need to submit detailed expanse summery along with Valid Bills to
Accounts Department, balance cash, claim form if employee has incurred out of pocket expanse
etc. within 7 days of returning from In-Land / Overseas travel .

17- Transfer Policy


2As mentioned in the letter of appointment, any employee (confirmed, on probation, on
3contract, trainee) may be transferred to department within Jayawantrao Sawant College of
. Engineering at the mutual consent between the employee and the Management, as and when
1the need arises or as per Business requirement.



2In case of inter department transfer which involves role change, Office incharge will inform
3the concerned employee and issue a letter to that effect, copy of which will be maintained in
. the personal file of the concerned employee for record.
2
***

All above rules, policies and procedures are and the data on internet is updated time to time.

